
Announcements
✤ Remember! the reading from 1/24 is due Sunday 2/11 at 5pm

✤ Midterm in-class Tuesday, 2/14


- Content: everything through lecture 2/7, homework due 2/9 
(Chapters 1,2,3,4).  Review the homework and reading 
assignments


- You will get a formula sheet and all numbers you need


- will be posted this weekend


- Bring a pencil and a non-web-enabled calculator.  I’ll provide 
the scantron form


✤ Midterm review sessions: 

✤ Friday, Feb. 10 4-5 pm NatSci2 Annex 101 (Plato)

✤ Monday, Feb. 13 4-5pm NatSci2 Annex 101 (Marie)

✤ Neither is required, you can go to either or both



Midterm Review

Also: Homeworks 1-4, Reading assignments Chapters 1-4




✤ Celestial sphere: projection of latitude and longitude onto the sky


✤ Local coordinates: zenith and horizon

The Earth Spins on its Axis Once Per Day

horizon

Celestial  
Equator



✤ Observers see the stars rise in the east and set in the west 
as the Earth turns on its axis


✤ The North Celestial Pole is overhead at the North Pole, but 
NOT in Santa Cruz (or anywhere else)

Stars that rise and set along the red 
tracks are visible for this observer 

Stars that rise and set along the white 
tracks are never visible for this observer: 
they are always below the horizon

horizon

Celestial  
Equator



The Earth Orbits the Sun Once Each Year

Zodiac: Constellations on the Ecliptic

Constellation we see at 
night along the Ecliptic 
change during the year as 
the earth moves in its orbit



The Seasons
Tilt of Earth’s axis: 23.5º
Angle remains constant as Earth orbits the sun each year



The Seasons, Recap
Light from the sun:  delivers energy  

Rate of energy flow: Watts  (think about  your electric bill)

!
At any place on earth, if the sun is overhead, max energy flow into 
that patch of ground

!
If sun is not overhead, same amount of energy flows into a larger 
patch of ground



The Seasons, Recap
The direction of the Earth’s axis is fixed as it orbits the sun.

The latitude where the sun is overhead changes over the year.

Rate of energy flow from sun into a patch of ground at any latitude 
changes over the year.

→Seasons!

Not caused

by changing

distance to 

sun.



Phases of the Moon

✤ The earth and moon cast shadows


✤ Phases of the moon are caused by how we see the sun 
illuminate the moon, NOT the earth’s shadow on the moon

✤ The moon orbits the earth 
every 27 days


✤ Does the moon’s illumination 
change much in a single day?


✤ What phase does someone in 
California see? How about 
someone in Moscow? In Rio?



Eclipses: Lunar Eclipse

✤ The earth and moon cast shadows


✤ When the earth’s shadow falls on the moon: Lunar eclipse


✤ What is the moon phase during a lunar eclipse?



Eclipses: Solar Eclipse
✤ The earth and moon cast shadows


✤ When the moon’s shadow falls on the earth: Solar eclipse


✤ What is the moon phase during a solar eclipse?

Picture of the Moon’s shadow on 
earth during a solar eclipse



Distance and Angular Size

✤ you can always measure the angular size α


✤ sometimes you know the distance, d


✤ use angular size and distance to measure the physical size, s

α
distance, d

physical  
size,  s

  α    =    s 
360º     2𝜋d

rearrange, solve for s

s =  α     x  2𝜋d  
     360º    



Distance and Angular Size

✤ you can always measure the angular size α


✤ sometimes you know the physical size, s 


✤ use relation between angular size physical sizes to measure the 
distance, d

α

distance, d

physical  
size,  s

  α    =    s 
360º     2𝜋d

rearrange, solve for d

d =  360º   x   s  
        α           2𝜋



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

✤ Kepler’s First Law: The orbits of the planets are ellipses, 
the sun at one focus


✤ Kepler’s Second Law:  A planet moving along its orbit 
sweeps out equal area in equal time

Closest 
approach 

to sun

Farthest point

from sun on orbit

The blue wedges 
have the same area



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the same star.

    


A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

A

B

Which planet has the largest speed when it is closest to the star?



Which planet has the largest speed when it is closest to the star?

Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the same star.

    


A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

A

B



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the same star.

    


A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

Which planet has the largest speed when it is farthest from the star?
A

B



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the same star.

    


A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

Which planet has the largest speed when it is farthest from the star?
A

B Kepler’s 2nd law: planets sweep out equal area in equal time



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the same star.

!
For now, let the star be our Sun. So A and B are planets in our solar 
system

!

A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis = 4 AU



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around our sun.

The semi-major axis of A is 2 AU, the semi-major axis of B is 4 AU.

    - the semi-major axis of an ellipse is also the average distance of

       a point on the ellipse to one focus

       → The average radius of a planet’s orbit is the semi-major axis

!

A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis = 4 AU



Kepler’s Laws, Recap
A planet in orbit around our sun.


Period P: time it takes to complete one orbit

A = average radius of the orbit; average distance between 
the sun and the planet

Kepler’s 3rd law: P2 = A3



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Kepler’s 3rd law: P2 = A3 P = orbital period

A = average radius


P2 =   (1 AU)3       = Constant = 1

A3         (1 year)2 

So for our solar system, P2 = A3

for our solar system, for distance in AU and period in years.



Kepler’s Laws, Recap
Two planets (X and Y) in orbit around our sun. 

!
Which one take longest to complete an orbit?

X: semi-major axis = 2 AU Y: semi-major axis = 4 AU

Kepler’s 3rd law: P2 = A3

A   X

B   Y

C   they take the 
same time



Kepler’s Laws, Recap
Two planets (X and Y) in orbit around our sun. 

!
Which one take longest to complete an orbit?

X: semi-major axis = 2 AU Y: semi-major axis = 4 AU

Kepler’s 3rd law: P2 = A3

A   X

B   Y

C   they take the 
same time



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the same star.  
For now, let the star be our Sun. So A and B are 
planets in our solar system. 

A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU
How long does it take planet A to orbit the star?



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

How long does it take planet A to orbit the sun?
Period P: time it takes to complete one orbit
A = average radius of the orbit; average distance between 
the sun and the planet

Kepler’s 3rd law: P2 = A3



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

How long does it take planet A to orbit the sun?
Kepler’s 3rd law: P2 = A3

P = orbital period

A = average radius


A about 9 years

B about 3 years

C about 4 years



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

How long does it take planet A to orbit the sun?
Kepler’s 3rd law: P2 = A3

P2 = A3 = (2 AU)3 = 8 AU3

P2 = 8 years2

P  = √8 = 2.83 ~ 3 years


A about 9 years

B about 3 years

C about 4 years



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the sun.

    


A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

How long does it take planet B to orbit the sun?
A about 9 years

B about 3 years

C about 4 years

Kepler’s 3rd law: 

P2 = A3



Kepler’s Laws, Recap

Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the sun.

    


A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

How long does it take planet B to orbit the sun?
P2 = A3A about 9 years


B about 3 years

C about 4 years Semi-major axis is the same for both planets



Describing Motion: Acceleration

✤ Acceleration: 

!

- units:                                 = meters/second2  (m/s2)


- change in velocity: change in speed or direction


Change in Velocity

Change in Time

meters/second

second

All three motions shown 
here are accelerations



Newton’s First Law

Objects in motion stay in motion, 

    objects at rest stay at rest, 

         unless acted on by a force.


- To change a velocity (an acceleration) requires a Force


- Force = mass x acceleration  

	 	 familiar form:     F = m a


- For as long as you apply a force, you get an acceleration                              




Describing Motion: Acceleration

Acceleration from force of Earth’s 
Gravity: 9.8 m/s2  

!
That’s 22 miles/hour/second

!
That gravitational force acts all 
the time the ball is falling. 
What does that mean?

After 1 second: speed is 22 mph

After 2 seconds: speed is 44 mph

After 3 seconds: speed is 66 mph 

- Force = mass x acceleration  

	 	 familiar form:     F = m a


- For as long as you apply a force, you get an acceleration   



Gravity
✤ The force that holds you onto the Earth, the moon 

moving in orbit around the earth, the planets moving in 
their orbits around the sun, is Gravity

Force from gravity:        

- Force of M1 on M2 = Force of M2 on M1 (Newton’s 3rd law)

- Force weaker for larger d

- Force stronger for larger M1 and/or M2

G = 6.67 x 10-11 m3/(kg s2)



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Which rock has greater acceleration?

!

Newton’s Law: F = m a

F = mrock a =    G Mearth mrock                              

                     d2

A the big one

B the small one

C they have the same acceleration

D you don’t have enough information

Gravitational force F = G Mearth mrock                              

                                      d2



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Which rock has greater acceleration?

!

Newton’s Law: F = m a  

F = mrock a =    G Mearth mrock                              

                     d2

A the big one

B the small one

C they have the same acceleration

D you don’t have enough information



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Which rock has greater acceleration?

!

Newton’s Law: F = m a  

F = mrock a =    G Mearth mrock                              

                     d2

       a  =  G Mearth                               

               d2

F = ma = G M m                               

               d2

A the big one

B the small one

C they have the same acceleration

D you don’t have enough information



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Which rock hits the ground first?

!
Which rock feels a stronger force from 
gravity?

!

Newton’s Law: F = m a  

F = mrock a =    G Mearth mrock                              

                     d2



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Which rock feels a stronger force from 
gravity?

!

Newton’s Law: F = m a  

F = mrock a =    G Mearth mrock                              

                     d2

       a  =  G Mearth                               

               d2

Which rock has a larger mass?

What does that mean for the force it feels?



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Which rock hits the ground first?

They land at the same time: same acceleration, so 
same speed when they hit the ground

Which rock feels a stronger force from 
gravity?

The bigger rock: F = m a 

They both feel the same acceleration, so the rock 
with larger mass feels the stronger force. It weighs 
more!

Newton’s Law: F = m a 

Which rock has greater acceleration?

Both have the same acceleration



Kepler’s Laws and Gravity

    

!
!
If the star is twice as massive as the sun, does it take 
more or less time to complete an orbit?

X: semi-major axis = 2 AU

How long does it take planet X to orbit this star?

What about planets orbiting stars that are not the sun?

sun

Mstar = 

2 x Msun



P2    =         (2π)2    

A3          G (M1+M2)                  


Newton’s version of Kepler’s 3rd law: (2π)2    

G M*                 ~

Just use star mass M of the star if it is much larger than all the planets

X: semi-major axis = 2 AU

sun

Mstar = 

2 x Msun

Kepler’s Laws and Gravity



P2    =          

A3                           


Newton’s version of Kepler’s 3rd law: (2π)2    

G M*                 

M* is twice as large as Msun

Planet X orbits both the sun and the other star at average distance A

Does P get larger or smaller for X in orbit around the other star?

X: semi-major axis = 2 AU

sun

Mstar = 

2 x Msun

Kepler’s Laws and Gravity



P2    =          

A3                           


Newton’s version of Kepler’s 3rd law: (2π)2    

G M*                 

M* is twice as large as Msun

Planet X orbits both the sun and the other star at average distance A

Does P get larger or smaller for X in orbit around the other star?

X: semi-major axis = 2 AU

sun

Mstar = 

2 x Msun

Kepler’s Laws and Gravity



X: semi-major axis = 2 AU y: semi-major axis: 2 AU

Where does planet X feel the strongest force from gravity?

!

Kepler’s Laws and Gravity



X: semi-major axis = 2 AU Y: semi-major axis: 2 AU

Where does planet X feel the strongest force from gravity?

!

        F  =   G M m                               

               d2

F = force due to gravity

M = mass of star

m = mass of planet

d = distance between planet

        and star

G = a number that 
describes the strength 
of the gravitational 
force everywhere in 
our universe

Kepler’s Laws and Gravity



X: semi-major axis = 2 AU Y: semi-major axis: 2 AU

!
At what point in its orbit is planet X accelerating?

!

Kepler’s Laws and Gravity



Two planets (A and B) in orbit around the same star.

    


A: semi-major axis = 2 AU B: semi-major axis: 2 AU

Where does planet X feel the strongest force from gravity?

  Closest approach.  F = GMpMs/d2, force largest where d smallest

At what point in its orbit is planet X accelerating?

   Always: it is moving along a curved path, so its velocity is always 
changing

Where is the velocity of planet X largest?

   Closest approach to the star.  We know this from Kepler’s law, 
conservation of angular momentum and conservation of energy

Kepler’s Laws and Gravity



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Now drop the rocks on the moon.

!
Is the acceleration of the rocks larger or 
smaller than it was on earth?

Newton’s Law: F = m a =  Change in Momentum

Change in Time

F = mrock a =    G Mearth mrock                              

                     d2

A smaller

B larger

C the same

D don’t know enough to answer



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Now drop the rocks on the moon.

!
Is the acceleration of the rocks larger or 
smaller than it was on earth?

Newton’s Law: F = m a =  Change in Momentum

Change in Time

F = mrock a =    G Mearth mrock                              

                     d2

A smaller

B larger

C the same

D don’t know enough to answer



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Now drop the rocks on the moon.

!
Is the acceleration of the rocks larger or 
smaller than it was on earth?

Newton’s Law: F = m a =  Change in Momentum

Change in Time

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

A smaller

B larger

C the same

D don’t know enough to answer



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Now drop the rocks on the moon.

!
Is the acceleration of the rocks larger or 
smaller than it was on earth?

Newton’s Law: F = m a =  Change in Momentum

Change in Time

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

       a  =  G Mmoon                               

               d2

A smaller

B larger

C the same

D don’t know enough to answer



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Now drop the rocks on the moon.

!
Do the rocks fall faster or slower than 
they did on earth?

Newton’s Law: F = m a =  Change in Momentum

Change in Time

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

       a  =  G Mmoon                               

               d2



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Now drop the rocks on the moon.

!
Do the rocks weigh more or less than 
they did on earth?

Newton’s Law: F = m a =  Change in Momentum

Change in Time

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

F = mrock arock

       arock  =  GMmoon                               

                   d2



Force, Acceleration, Momentum

Now drop the rocks on the moon.

Newton’s Law: F = m a =  Change in Momentum

Change in Time

F = mrock a =    G Mmoon mrock                              

                     d2

Do the rocks weigh more or less than 
they did on earth?  less

Is the acceleration of the rocks larger 
or smaller than it was on earth? smaller

Do the rocks fall faster or slower than they 
did on earth? slower



Surface Gravity and Weight
✤ The earth’s surface gravity g: acceleration you feel at the 

surface of the earth, pulls you toward the ground 

✤ g is an acceleration, but it is an important one so it gets its 

own letter Fearth→me

Radius of 
Earth

The force of the earth’s gravitational pull on me 
Fearth→me = Ma = Mme g 

= my mass x acceleration from Earth’s 
gravitational pull

!

Surface Gravity:    Fearth→me =  G Mme Mearth 

                                                      R2earth



Surface Gravity and Weight
✤ The earth’s surface gravity g: acceleration you feel at the 

surface of the earth, pulls you toward the ground 

✤ g is an acceleration, but it is an important one so it gets its 

own letter Fearth→me

Radius of 
Earth

!

Surface Gravity:    Fearth→me =  G Mme Mearth 

                                                      R2earth

How does my acceleration change if I 
am far above the Earth’s surface in a 
balloon?



Force, Mass and Weight
✤ Your mass: amount of stuff in you


- same anywhere in the universe

✤ Your weight: Force on your mass due to Earth’s surface 

gravity

✤ My mass: 68 kg

✤ Acceleration of earth’s gravity: 9.8 m/s2

✤ Force: 668 kg m/s2, my weight

Fearth→me

Radius of 
Earth



Force, Mass and Weight
Jupiter has a different mass and radius than earth

FJupiter→me

Radius of 
Jupiter

Compare g, acceleration due to Earths gravity: 9.8 m/s2


You would experience a greater acceleration from Jupiter’s 
gravity


You would weigh more on Jupiter


Moon has weaker surface gravity: you weigh less on the 
moon

a Gravity, Jupiter =  G MJupiter 

                           R2Jupiter 
MJupiter = 2 x 1027 kg
R2Jupiter = 7 x 107 m

a Gravity, Jupiter =  27 m/s2



Orbits and Circular Motion
✤ Combine:


Acceleration required to keep an object in circular motion:      v
2


     d
    G M                             

       d2

=

v =     G M                             

     √      d

with acceleration from Gravity
      v2

     d

=
    G M                             

       d2

v = speed for an object in stable 
circular motion around mass M at 
distance d 

- Depends on M and d, not m

- slower for d large, M small

d = distance, 
radius of circle



Energy and Orbits

v =     G M                             

     √      d

vescape  =    2 G M                             

           √      d

speed for an object in stable circular 
motion around mass M at distance d

escape speed for an object at 
distance d from mass M

d

For an orbit around mass M, 

being at larger d = smaller vescape


vescape larger for larger M

!
Does it depend on the mass of the 
rocket?




Light
Energy carried by a single photon is related to its 
wavelength and frequency:

Energy = E = h ν  =  h c

                                  λ

λ = wavelength   Units: meters

ν = frequency      Units: sec-1

c = speed of light

      3 x 108 m/s = 300,000,000 m/s

h = Planck’s constant

      6.626 x 10-24 Joule sec

Planck’s constant h: 

       Same everywhere in the universe (like G, a “universal constant”)


          Sets how wave size relates to the amount of energy in a photon packet

 - Energy increases if ν increases: wave vibrates faster

 - Energy decreases if λ increases: wave size gets larger



Light
Prisms bend the path of photons according to their energy

White light contains a continuum of energies (wavelengths)
We see the energy of photons as color of light

Different colors = different wavelengths of light

!
Violet light: shortest wavelength we can see, highest energy

Red light: longest wavelength we can see, lowest energy

1 nm = 1x10-9 m = 1x10-6 mm



Thermal Emission

What is this graph?  Number of photons (amount of energy) 
emitted at each wavelength

Total number of photons: 
add up intensity at each 
wavelength

!
Peak: wavelength where 
maximum number of 
photons emitted

Graph of thermal radiation 
always has this shape.

!
Number of photons at each 
wavelength is easy to predict



Properties of Thermal Radiation

Wien’s Law: hotter object: wavelength were most of the 
photons are emitted is bluer

λpeak = 2.9 mm K

                    T

←divide 2.9 by temperature in K to 
get peak wavelength in mm

We can use the thermal radiation 
spectrum as a thermometer: 

!
measure the peak wavelength 
and learn the temperature



Thermal Emission
Cooler object: 

- peak number of photons is emitted at red wavelengths: red color

- fewer total photons emitted: dim

Hotter object:  

- peak number of photons is emitted at blue wavelengths: blue 

color

- we see white because 

our eyes aren’t good at 
seeing very blue light


- more total photons emitted: 
bright



Thermal Emission

Cooler object: peak number of photons is emitted at red 
wavelengths,  fewer total photons emitted

Hotter object:  peak number of photons is emitted at blue 
wavelengths, more total photons emitted



Light and Atoms

✤ Atoms: release and absorb photons only with certain energies


- Different chemical elements: determined by number of 
protons and electrons


- Each element has a unique set of energy levels that its 
electrons can occupy


- Electrons can only move between available energy levels

Get energy = absorb a photon, electron moves to a higher energy level

Release energy = emit a photon, electron falls to a lower energy level

Hydrogen:

Emission 

and 
Absorption 
of light 
 Wavelength



Light and Atoms

✤ Atoms: release and absorb photons only with certain energies


- Different chemical elements: determined by number of 
protons and electrons


- Each element has a unique set of energy levels that its 
electrons can occupy


- Each element has its own fingerprint of energy levels

Wavelength



Light Emission “Fingerprints”



Doppler Effect

Light from an object moving toward you: peaks bunch up. 

Wavelength gets shorter, frequency gets faster. 

!
 E = h ν  =  h c


                    λ
Remember: So light become blue: Blue Shift

For an object moving away 

from you, peaks stretch out.

Wavelength gets longer,

frequency gets slower.

!
Light becomes redder:

Red Shift Bulb moving ->



Doppler Effect

The amount of wavelength change you measure, red or blue, is 
proportional to the velocity of the light source toward you or away 
from you.  

This is the velocity of the source along your “line of sight”

VLoS  = Δλ = λshift - λrest

 c           λrest           λrest

Bulb moving ->

is also called the “redshift”

!
If λshift > λrest , VLoS > 0  and

the source is moving away

from the observer

VLoS

   c

Doppler formula for light: 



Doppler Effect

This observer doesn’t 
see any Doppler shift: 
object is not moving 
toward or away from 
him.

Doppler shift tells you only about the velocity along your line of sight.

Dotted: line of sight

Red and gray

arrows: velocity

Bulb moving ->



Doppler Shift

We can measure the velocity (direction and speed) of a light source

from its Doppler Shift.  

Rest

!
!
Red shift, moving away

!
Larger red shift, moving 
away faster

!
Blue shift, moving toward  
you

!
Larger blue shift, moving 
toward you faster



Fun with Gravity: Finding Planets

✤ Gravity can be used to weigh stuff we can’t put on a 
scale, like stars and planets d3          G M   


P2          (2π)2                

=

✤ We can even use it to weigh stuff we can’t see, and prove 
that it is there




Center of Mass and Orbits
Newton’s 3rd Law: if something (like a 
moon) is in orbit around something more 
massive (like a planet), the massive 
object feels a force, too. 

!
Two objects orbit their Center of Mass 
(CM).  Both have the same orbital 
period. 

!
Kepler’s 1st Law: planets orbit in ellipses 
with the sun at one focus.  The Center of 
Mass is what is really at the focus.

!
For one object much more massive than 
the other, CM very close to the center of 
the massive object, sometimes inside



Gravitational Tugs 

•  The Sun’s motion 
around the solar 
system’s center of 
mass depends on tugs 
from all the planets. 

•  Astronomers around 
other stars that 
measured this motion 
could determine the 
masses and orbits of 
all the planets. 

The motions are tiny: 0.001 arcseconds,

just too tiny to measure from the ground.

Gaia satellite is making this measurement now!



Doppler Technique 

•  Measuring a star�s 
Doppler shift can tell 
us its motion toward 
and away from us. 

•  Current techniques 
can measure motions 
as small as 1 m/s 
(walking speed!). 

 



Newton’s Version of Kepler’s 3rd Law
d3    =     G (M1+M2)   

P2                 (2π)2                
This is the more exact version.

1) Measure the Doppler velocity shift of the star around the CM 
of the orbit.  Look for the pattern to repeat and measure the 
orbit period.  This is also the period of the orbit of the planet 
around the CM

2) We know a bunch about stars (later in 
the quarter), use that to estimate the 
mass of the star (M1)

!
3) Then use Newton’s version of 
Kepler’s 3rd law, assume M2 small, 
solve for d = radius of orbit of the planet


First Extrasolar Planet 

•  Doppler shifts of the star 
51 Pegasi indirectly 
revealed a planet with 4-
day orbital period. 

•  This short period means 
that the planet has a 
small orbital distance. 

•  This was the first 
extrasolar planet to be 
discovered (1995). 

Insert'TCP'6e'Figure'13.4a'unannotated'

Velocity of star 51 Pegasi

Planet discovered in 1995



Newton’s Version of Kepler’s 3rd Law
d3    =     G (M1+M2)   

P2                 (2π)2                
This is the more exact version.

1) Measure the Doppler velocity shift of the star around the CM 
of the orbit, measure the orbit period, also the period of the 
orbit of the planet around the CM
2) Estimate the mass of the star (M1) 
from knowing about stars

3) Use Newton’s version of Kepler’s 3rd 
law solve for d = radius orbit of planet

4)  Compute velocity of planet: v = 

5) use conservation of momentum to 
solve for planet mass: have M,v for star 
from steps 1 and 2, v for planet from 
step 4. mvstar = mvplanet

2πd

P

First Extrasolar Planet 

•  Doppler shifts of the star 
51 Pegasi indirectly 
revealed a planet with 4-
day orbital period. 

•  This short period means 
that the planet has a 
small orbital distance. 

•  This was the first 
extrasolar planet to be 
discovered (1995). 
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Planet discovered in 1995



The Automated Planet Finder at Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton

A machine for Doppler detection of extra solar planets



Transits and Eclipses 

•  A transit is when a planet crosses in front of a star. 
•  The resulting eclipse reduces the star’s apparent 

brightness and tells us planet’s radius (if we know the 
star’s radius!) 

•  No orbital tilt: accurate measurement of planet mass if 
you also get radial velocity 

•  You “miss” most of the planetary systems, though 





•  The idea of the Kepler 
Mission was from Bill 
Borucki, NASA Ames, in 
the Mid 1980s 

•  If you sample a large 
enough number of stars (a 
“statistically significant 
sample”), you can 
determine the fraction of 
Sun-like stars that have 
Earth-size planets in Earth-
size orbits 

•  Having a large sample size 
is essential to the entire 
project 

•  95 megapixel space 
camera built to do one 
thing exceptionally well 



21!

•  Kepler Mission is optimized for 
finding potentially habitable 
planets (0.5 to 1.5 Earth radii) in 
the Habitable Zone (near 1 AU) of 
Sun-like stars!

•  Continuously monitoring 150,000 
stars for 3.5 years (now 7.5 
years!) using a 1 meter telescope!



The habitable zone is defined a planetary temperature 
range when liquid water can exist at the planet’s surface	



Kepler-11:		Picking	out	the	Planets	



Exoplanet Detections, 1989-2009 
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Exoplanet Detections, 1989-2013 
Doppler Vel.	 Transit	 Imaging	 Eclipse Timing	 Microlensing	 Kepler	
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HR 8799: 4-planet system 



One	more	important	thing	to	add:	

•  Giant	planets	(which	are	easiest	to	detect)	are	preferen8ally	found	
around	stars	that	are	abundant	in	iron	–	“metallicity”	
•  Iron	is	the	easiest	heavy	element	to	measure	in	a	star	
•  Heavy-element	rich	planetary	systems	make	planets	more	easily	
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Fig. 7.— Average number of planets per size bin for main se-
quence FGKM stars, determined here from the Q1–Q6 Kepler data
and corrected for false positives and incompleteness.

6.4. Super-Earths (1.25–2R⊕)

According to our simulations the overall average num-
ber of super-Earths per star out to periods of 145 days is
close to 30%. The distribution of host star masses for the
super-Earths is shown in Figure 8. While there is a hint
that planets of this size may be less common around M
dwarfs than around hotter stars, a K-S test indicates that
the simulated and real distributions are not significantly
different (false alarm probability of 4.9%).

6.5. Earths (0.8–1.25R⊕)

As indicated in Table 3, the overall rate of occurrence
(average number of planets per star) we find for Earth-
size planets is 18.4%, for orbital periods up to 85 days.
Similarly to the case for larger planets, our simulated
population of false positives and Earth-size planets is a
good match to the KOIs in this class, without the need
to invoke any dependence on the mass of the host star
(see Figure 9).
Among the Earth-size planets that we have randomly

assigned to KIC target stars in our simulations, we find
that approximately 23% have SNRs above 7.1, but only
about 10% would be actually be detected according to
our ramp model for the Kepler recovery rate. These
are perhaps the most interesting objects from a scientific
point of view. Our results also indicate that 12.3% of the
Earth-size KOIs are false positives (Table 1). This frac-
tion is small enough to allow statistical analyses based
on the KOI sample, but is too large to claim that any
individual Earth-size KOI is a bona-fide planet without
further examination. Ruling out the possibility of a false
positive is of critical importance for the goal of confi-
dently detecting the first Earth-size planets in the hab-
itable zone of their parent star.
On the basis of our simulations we may predict the

kinds of false positives that can most easily mimic an
Earth-size transit, so that observational follow-up efforts
may be better focused toward the validation of the plane-
tary nature of such a signal. Figure 10 shows a histogram
of the different kinds of false positives that result in pho-

Superearths (1.25 - 2 REarth)

666 KOIs, FPR = 8.8 %

KOIs (Batalha et al. 2012)

Simulated False Positives
Simulated FP + planets

KS prob = 4.9 %

(p
e
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.1
 M

   
-b

in
)

Fig. 8.— Similar to Figure 4, for super-Earths.

tometric signals similar to Earth-size transiting planets,
as a function of their magnitude difference compared to
the Kepler target.
There are two dominant sources of false positives for

this class of signals. One is background eclipsing bi-
naries, most of which are expected to be between 8
and 10 magnitudes fainter than the Kepler target in
the Kp passband, and some will be even fainter. The
most effective way of ruling out background eclipsing
binaries is by placing tight limits on the presence of
such contaminants as a function of angular separation
from the target. In previous planet validations with
BLENDER (e.g., Fressin et al. 2011; Cochran et al. 2011;
Borucki et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2012) the constraints
from ground-based high-spatial resolution adaptive op-
tics imaging have played a crucial role in excluding many
background stars beyond a fraction of an arcsec from the
target. However, these observations typically only reach
magnitude differences up to 8–9 mag (e.g., Batalha et al.
2011), and such dim sources can only be detected at
considerably larger angular separations of several arc-
sec. Any closer companions of this brightness would be
missed. Since background eclipsing binaries mimicking
an Earth-size transit can be fainter still, other more pow-
erful space-based resources may be needed in some cases
such as choronography or imaging with HST.
Another major contributor to false positives, accord-

ing to Figure 10, is larger planets transiting a physically

The frequency of planets within 85 days of Sun-like stars  
 

Fressin et al. (2013) Based on ~2300 planet candidates  
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Fig. 16.— Planet occurrence rate as a function of planet ra-
dius for all candidates (black) and candidates with orbital periods
shorter than < 10 days (green) or between 10 − 50 days (purple).
The error bars indicate the errors from binomial statistics and do
not include errors from the stellar and planetary radius estimates.

by the Kepler data. Since Kepler is observing few mid-
M dwarfs, the median temperature for the cool star group
is 3520K and only 26% of the stars in the cool group have
temperatures below 3400K. The estimated occurrence
rate for the cool star group is therefore most indicative
of the occurrence rate for stars with effective tempera-
tures between 3400K and 3723K. Further observations
of a larger sample of M dwarfs with effective tempera-
tures below 3300K are required to constrain the planet
occurrence rate around mid- and late-M dwarfs.

5.5. The Habitable Zone

The concept of a “habitable zone” within which life
could exist is fraught with complications due to the in-
fluence of the spectrum of the stellar flux and the com-
position of the planetary atmosphere on the equilibrium
temperature of a planet as well as our complete lack of
knowledge about alien forms of life. Regardless, for this
paper we adopt the conventional and näıve assumption
that a planet is within the “habitable zone” if liquid wa-
ter would be stable on the surface of the planet. For
the 64 host stars in our sample, we determine the po-
sition of the liquid water habitable zone by finding the
orbital separation at which the insolation received at the
top of a planet’s atmosphere is within the insolation lim-
its determined by Kasting et al. (1993) for M0 dwarfs.
Kasting et al. (1993) included several choices for the in-
ner and outer boundaries of the habitable zone. For this
paper we adopt the most conservative assumption that
the inner edge of the habitable zone is the distance at
which water loss occurs due to photolysis and hydrogen
escape (0.95 AU for the Sun) and the outer edge as the
distance at which CO2 begins to condense (1.37 AU for
the Sun).
For M0 dwarfs, these transitions occur when the inso-

lation at the orbit of the planet is Finner = 1.00F⊕ and
Fouter = 0.46F⊕, respectively, where F⊕ is the level of
insolation received at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere.
These insolation levels are 9% and 13% lower than the
insolation at the boundaries of the G2 dwarf habitable

zone because the albedo of a habitable planet is lower
at infrared wavelengths compared to visible wavelengths
due to the wavelength dependence of Rayleigh scatter-
ing and the strong water and CO2 absorption features in
the near-infrared. Additionally, habitable planets around
M dwarfs are more robust against global snowball events
in which the entire surface of the planet becomes cov-
ered in ice because increasing the fraction of the planet
covered by ice decreases the albedo of the planet at near-
infrared wavelengths and therefore causes the planet to
absorb more radiation, heat up, and melt the ice. This
is not the case for planets orbiting Sun-like stars because
ice is highly reflective at visible wavelengths and because
the stellar radiation peaks in the visible.
We contemplated using the analytic relations derived

by Selsis et al. (2007) for the dependence of the bound-
aries of the habitable zone on stellar effective tempera-
ture, but the coefficients for their outer boundary equa-
tion were fit to the shape of the maximum greenhouse
limit. The analytic relations derived by Selsis et al.
(2007) therefore overestimate the position of the edge
of the habitable zone for our chosen limit of the first
condensation of CO2 clouds. Additionally, the equations
provided in Selsis et al. (2007) are valid only for 3700K≤
Teff ≤ 7200K because Kasting et al. (1993) calculated
the boundaries of the habitable zone for stars with
temperatures of 3700K, 5700K, and 7200K. Selsis et al.
(2007) deals with the lower temperature limit by assum-
ing that the albedo of a habitable planet orbiting a star
with a temperature below 3700K is sufficiently similar to
the albedo of a habitable planet orbiting a 3700K star
that the insolation limits of the habitable zone are un-
changed. In this paper, we extend the Selsis et al. (2007)
approximation to use constant insolation limits for all of
the stars in our sample. Given the uncertainties inher-
ent in defining a habitable planet and determining the
temperatures of low-mass stars, our assumption of con-
stant insolation boundaries should not have a significant
effect on our final result for the occurrence rate of rocky
planets in the habitable zones of M dwarfs.

5.6. Planet Candidates in the Habitable Zone

As shown in Figure 17, the habitable zones for the
64 host stars in our final sample of dwarfs cooler than
4000K fall between 0.08 and 0.4 AU, corresponding to
orbital periods of 17 − 148 days. Figure 17 displays the
semimajor axes of all of the planet candidates and the
positions of the habitable zones around their host stars.
Nearly all of the planet candidates orbit closer to their
host stars than the inner boundary of the habitable zone,
but two candidates (KOIs 1686.01 and 2418.01) orbit be-
yond the habitable zone and two candidates (KOI 250.04
and 2650.01) orbit just inside the inner edge of the hab-
itable zone. Three candidates fall within our adopted
limits: KOIs 854.01, 1422.02, and 2626.01. These candi-
dates are identified by name in Figure 17 and have radii
of 1.69, 0.92, and 1.37R⊕, respectively. A full list of
the stellar and planetary parameters for the three candi-
dates in the habitable zone and the candidates near the
habitable zone is provided in Table 2.
The lateral variation in the position of the habitable

zone at a given stellar effective temperature is due to
the range of metallicities found for the host stars. At
a given stellar effective temperature, stars with lower

The frequency of planets within 50 days of M stars 

1.5 planets per M star 
within ~80 days 


